Meet Sarah Frank
A

Perspective

Sarah Frank is a 14-year-old author, poet, student, and
athlete whose first novel, One Chance, will be published
by BeaLu Books in Fall 2017. Sarah's first book was
published in 5th grade as a teacher "thank you" gift for
encouraging her creativity and love of writing. Titled What
Really Happened in Elementary School! Super Silly Poems
Scribbled in a Notebook, it contains 28 poems and
illustrations about school life.

I glide across the paper,
writing letters on the sheet.
My owner holds me tight,
with a story to complete.
My holder brings me back and forth,
careful, nimble, measured.
I’m blessed to be a part,
of something that brings her pleasure.
I form letters that turn to words,
And those words become a phrase,
phrases turn to sentences,
and become stories after days.
I love to watch the plot develop,
And mysteries unfold,
There are so many ideas in my owner’s head,
Countless stories to be told.
I love to read what I create,
throughout the day and on into the night,
I just can’t wait to read,
all the stories my young author shall write.
Sarah Frank

Her new novel, One Chance, is the first in a series of
thrillers, combining mystery, magical powers, and time
travel. When Sandy’s parents don’t return from a trip, she
finds herself thrust into two orphanages run by the darkly
mysterious sisters, Evelyn and Abigail March. Brian, a new
middle school student, seeks out Sandy and reveals the
existence of a magical rock, The Stone of Discedo.
Threatening notes appear and Sandy, Brian, and the
orphans find themselves in an escalating series of events.
Sandy realizes that she has one chance to change her entire
life and get her parents back…by going back in time.
"Time can be a tricky thing. If you get
lost, you don't come back. If you get
killed, you can't change it. If you mess
with it, not even your family will
remember your name, because you're
lost in time forever."
Sarah says this about One Chance, "Readers expect happy
endings, and expect their beloved heroes and heroines to
succeed. I gave them a good ending, but not the expected
one. It’s an emotionally complex story of love, deadly
sacrifices, family, friendship, and the burden of disabilities."
In August, Sarah will be a freshman in the Creative Writing
Program at Blake High School for the Performing Arts. She
lives in Tampa, Florida with her parents and younger
brother.

Sarah is available for Author Visits and Presentations as her school schedule allows.
SarahFrank@BeaLuBooks.com

